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 MOZAMBIQUE| Trends in Conflict and Cooperation 

 During September and October two main events dominated Mozambique’s political life. The first was President 
Guebuza’s efforts to boost his popularity and that of his cabinet. The second was preparations for the provincial and 
municipal elections scheduled to take place next year. In order to address the government’s faltering fortune, 
President Guebuza attempted to reclaim lost ground in the wake of several setbacks suffered in the earlier part of the 
year Some of the most significant blows were the government’s inadequate and belated response to the explosion of 
an arms arsenal in March, as well as the dramatic rise in violent crime, which culminated in the criminal attack and 
retrieval of a confiscated car from a police station. President Guebuza’s refusal to sack his Minister of Defense as well 
as his failure to give in to popular pressure made the government rather unpopular. This confirmed widespread 
suspicion among political observers and commentators in the Mozambican media that President Guebuza is 
insensitive to public opinion. A graphic display of public dissatisfaction came during a soccer match at the national 
stadium in Maputo when President Guebuza’s predecessor, Mr. Chissano, was greeted enthusiastically by spectators 
who then later booed  President Guebuza when he was announced. 

  Attempts to win public support and boost government fortunes were evident through the changes made in 
some important positions. Attorney General Joaquim Madeira was fired and replaced by Judge Augusto Paulo who 
became famous after presiding over the trial of the murder of Carlos Cardoso, a prominent investigative journalist. No 
explanations were given for the decision, but Madeira had become very unpopular over the years after promising 
decisive action against corruption at his inauguration several years ago and progressively failing to honor his pledge. 
Just prior to his firing, he had acquired the habit of complaining about political interference in his work without 
providing further details or even resigning in protest. Furthermore, the President’s decision to sack two provincial 
governors in Gaza and Cabo Delgado and transfer the Manica governor to Gaza was seen as a significant shift since 
President Guebuza came to power with a reputation for a strong local political power base. He established this 
reputation by appointing several former governors as cabinet ministers. Some of the provincial governors became 
objects of ridicule because of their apparent attempts to outdo the president’s aggressive leadership style. They were 
replaced by members of the secretariat of the Central Committee of the ruling Frelimo Party. Finally, in a very shrewd 
move the president turned the so-called High Authority for Civil Service into a Ministry for Civil Service and promoted 
his Chief of Staff to minister status in the president’s office. The transformation of the High Authority circumvented a 
Constitutional Council decision, which had been deliberating on a complaint lodged by the main opposition party, 
Renamo. They claim that the institution, which President Guebuza created a year ago, was unconstitutional and 
thereby confirming the opposition’s point of view. 

  These reshuffles must be seen in the context of the president’s attempts to restore confidence in his 
government (although by their very nature they are hard to put into the right context). On the one hand, the president 
seems to have demonstrated a willingness to acknowledge that his machinery is not functioning well, which 
according to public perception, contrasts with his usual tendency to ignore public opinion. On the other hand, his real 
intentions remain a mystery because he failed to provide explanations for his actions and his creation of new 
ministries also place an additional burden on the treasury. The overall impact of these measures appears to have 
strengthened public skepticism towards the government. 

  The second domestic issue was the preparation of the provincial assembly elections scheduled to take place on 
20 January 2008. Despite fears expressed by many observers that it would be impossible for the country to manage 
the considerable logistical task of carrying out a new election census, both the government and the main opposition 
party, however, insisted that the constitutional timeframe should be respected. Nevertheless, growing unease within 
the Mozambican civil society and huge technical problems with the registration process – such as constant computer 
breakdowns and very low registration turnout – led the supreme body of the ruling Frelimo party (the so-called 
political commission) to give instructions to its parliamentary group to seek an amendment of the constitution in 
order to postpone the elections. A two-thirds majority is required for this and under the current distribution of seats in 
Mozambique’s parliament, this is only possible with votes from both political sides. While both sides are in dispute 
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over the precise date for the new elections with the government side favoring provincial assemblies, municipal and 
general elections be held on the same day (i.e. in 2009) and the Renamo opposition party insisting on separate 
elections, both parliamentary groups have now agreed on a new text for the constitutional amendment. The 
government argues that elections should take place simultaneously for financial and organizational reasons but the 
opposition suspects that this is a part of a larger political strategy to deprive it of the possible advantage of winning 
provincial assembly seats ahead of the big elections, which would be crucial to the opposition’s chances in the 
general elections.    

 
 

 The most significant events as far as international cooperation is concerned were the president’s visit to Brazil, 
the controversy over Robert Mugabe’s participation at the European Union / African Union summit meeting scheduled 
for Lisbon in December this year and the award of a good governance prize to former President Chissano. The visit to 
Brazil deserves mentioning because of the growing significance of so-called South-South cooperation and Brazil’s 
massive expansion into the economic and cultural markets of Africa. Interestingly enough, the visit gave both 
countries the opportunity to see that Brazil’s economic cooperation with Mozambique is just as one-sided as 
Mozambique’s cooperation with its traditional commercial partners in Europe and North America. There is a strong 
commitment by the current Brazilian government to invest more in Mozambique and to give Mozambican goods 
greater access to its own markets. Brazilian investment in Mozambique includes heavy infra-structure projects and 
massive natural resource exploration enterprises, such as mining and agriculture.   

  The controversy sparked off by British Prime Minister Gordon Brown with his threat not to attend the summit 
meeting in Lisbon if the President of Zimbabwe, Robert Mugabe, were invited sent deep ripples through the 
Mozambican public sphere. This came in the wake of the government’s own threat of not attending if Robert Mugabe 
would not be invited. A heated discussion seized the public sphere with many accusing the government of being 
insensitive to the suffering of ordinary Zimbabweans and calling on it to stop supporting Mugabe. The government 
responded by insisting that Zimbabwe is an African problem that requires a regional solution. Furthermore, it pointed 
out that European impatience has contributed greatly to worsening the situation in Zimbabwe.      

  The third significant event was former President Chissano’s winning of a good governance prize. The Mo 
Ibrahim prize for achievement in African leadership is a USD five million dollar prize created by a Sudanese multi-
millionaire to encourage responsible leadership in Africa. The former Mozambican president was awarded it on 
account of his role in negotiating peace for Mozambique and most importantly, for stepping down voluntarily from 
power. In Mozambique, the award was greeted with mixed feelings. While some saw it as a recognition of 
Mozambique’s overall performance over the past years, others found the size of the prize (the Nobel Peace Prize only 
pays USD $1.5 million) as well as the considerable political clout, which it confers on Mr. Chissano, as extremely 
uncomfortable.  

 
 

 A significant political development in the period under review is the fact that irrespective of the kinds of 
political calculations behind government decisions, the domestic context seems to be encouraging political forces to 
enter into dialogue. This makes the domestic situation stable. It is fair to draw the conclusion that the most significant 
events point to a good international standing for the country. The prize awarded to the former president does indeed 
represent an acknowledgement of Mozambique’s ability to negotiate peace and set off down the road of democratic 
consolidation while economic contacts with Brazil and adamant positions on regional issues suggest the ability of the 
government of Mozambique to assert itself. 


